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ABSTRACT
Plants host a diverse microbial community living in close association with their
roots (rhizosphere) or inside plant tissues (endosphere) that can form beneficial,
pathogenic, or neutral relationships. Understanding these relationships can inform
strategies for manipulating the microbiome of plants to promote plant growth and
productivity. Among the microbes isolated and sequenced from the Populus rhizosphere
and endosphere are a number of Variovorax isolates. Variovorax ssp. are motile, Gramnegative bacteria that belong to the family Comamonadaceae and are known for their
diverse metabolism. For this work, we characterized thirteen new Populus-associated
Variovorax strains, twelve of which were isolated from the endosphere and one from the
rhizosphere of Populus. Genomic comparisons indicate that these isolates encode a
high level of genomic and metabolic diversity. We have performed assays to
characterize interactions between Variovorax and other bacterial strains, examined
biosurfactant production, and performed genome analyses to predict biosynthetic gene
clusters for natural product production by the Variovorax species. Despite being isolated
from a common host, these analyses indicate that the Populus-associated Variovorax
strains show variations in metabolic potential, in their interactions, in the diversity and
abundance of biosynthetic gene clusters, and in biosurfactant production.
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CHAPTER ONE :
BACKGROUND
The Plant Microbiome
The rhizosphere is comprised of a complex assemblage of microbes that
forms an interface between plant roots and the large biodiversity of microbes
growing in bulk soil.1,2 At present, bacteria are thought to be recruited from bulk
soil to the rhizosphere based on their attraction to compounds in root exudates
that are produced by the plant and released into the soil.3-5 Root exudates are
byproducts of photosynthetically fixed carbon and consist of a wide variety of
molecules such as organic acids, amino acids, carbohydrates, and vitamins
which can be used for growth by bacteria.6,7
Many soil bacteria have the ability to sense and respond to the chemicals
from root exudates using the process of chemotaxis. Chemotaxis involves
binding of chemical stimuli to methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) that
are receptors on bacterial cells.8 This process involves a conserved signaling
cascade that includes the proteins CheA, CheY, CheW, CheB, and CheR.9 The
histidine kinase CheA is bound to the MCPs by CheW and becomes
autophosphorylated.9 The phosphoryl group is then transferred to CheY which
causes a reversal in flagellar movement, from counterclockwise to clockwise,
allowing the bacterium to reorient its cell body by tumbling.9 After the initial
perception, CheR and CheB tune the receptor methylation to either increase or
decrease the activity of CheA, respectively.9 Through alternating bacterial runs
with tumbling, the bacteria can explore their environment by randomly changing
directions.10 Once a chemical gradient is sensed, bacteria can bias their random
walk to lengthen their swimming runs in an up-gradient direction towards
chemical attractants.10 Without chemotaxis, some bacteria have reduced
movement toward specific root exudates as well as reduced root colonization
even if motile.11 For example, early colonization of roots by Bacillus subtilis
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depends on chemotaxis which involves the binding of amino acids secreted from
the plant to MCPs of the bacteria.12 Many bacteria that are able to use
chemotaxis can perceive plant root exudates, allowing for the eventual
movement of the bacteria toward the plant.
Once recruited to the plant microbiome, the bacteria will be within the
zone of influence of the plant. While many bacteria will remain in the rhizosphere
and colonize the plant root surface, another subset will enter the plant and
become part of the endosphere.13,14 How bacteria are able to enter the plant for
colonization is unknown for most endophytes, although evidence for using root
cracks, lateral root formation points, or cell wall degrading enzymes, such as
endoglucanase, has emerged.15 However, the mechanism for endosphere
colonization by nodulating bacteria is well characterized. The nodulating bacteria
perceive flavonoids produced by the plant, causing colonization of the root hair.
Once colonized, the release of Nod factors by the bacteria cause the root hair to
curl, entrapping the bacteria. Simultaneously, an infection thread grows which
allows the bacteria into the plant and the growth of the nodule is eventually
produced by the plant.16
As members of the plant microbiome, bacteria can influence plant health
and productivity by forming beneficial, pathogenic, or neutral relationships with
the plant.17 The type of relationship that the bacteria forms depends on the type
of characteristics the bacteria possess. Common beneficial characteristics that
lead to plant growth promotion include phytohormone production, secondary
metabolite production, nitrogen fixation, or biocontrol of pathogens.18 In addition,
beneficial plant-microbe interactions can help during abiotic or biotic stress
conditions, mitigating loss of growth that occurs during environmental stress.19-21
The structure of the microbiome, such as the diversity, abundance, and
spatial distribution of microbes, is constantly in flux. Research into determining
what factors affect community structure has grown in recent years. For example,
a study in which three different plants species, Populus, Quercus, and Pinus,
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were grown in a common soil showed that the microbiome composition for
Populus was significantly different than the microbiome composition of Quercus
and Pinus, suggesting that the plant host has significant effect on the microbes
found within its microbiome.22 Another study looking at how tree species diversity
and richness from mixed and mono stands influences bacterial composition
found that the tree species is significant in determining the microbiome
composition and to a lesser extent the richness of the species in a mixed stand.23
Additionally, environmental conditions can impact the structure of the
microbiomes. While no single condition can explain the variability between
different microbiome structures, there are, however, a few common conditions
that have significant effects on the diversity and abundance of microbial taxa
within the microbiome.24 For example, the pH of soil is one of the most influential
characteristics for determining the structure of microbiomes when a broad range
of soil pHs (between pH 4 and pH 8) are collected and analyzed.25,26 Available
nutrients within the soil, such as soil organic carbon and nitrogen, also affects the
abundance of certain microbes within the microbiome.27,28 Likewise, the
temperature at which a microbial community is grown will affect its structure.
Analysis of a core group of microbes across different soil types demonstrated
similar and predictable responses to changing temperatures.29 Furthermore,
alteration to the compounds found within the microbiome will affect the microbial
abundance and diversity. The composition of root exudates has been shown to
alter with age in Arabidopsis, as well as individual Arabidopsis genotypes
producing a unique root exudate profile.30,31 Differences in the root exudation
patterns have, in turn, been shown to influence the microbiome assemblages for
the plant.32 Evidence of secreted metabolites from microbes can alter root
exudates in the plant, suggesting an indirect effect by microbes on community
structure.33 However, microbially secreted metabolites can also have a direct
effect by acting as signaling molecules, growth substrates for other bacteria, and
for outcompeting other microbes.34 Understanding the ways in which individual
3

bacterial strains can influence the community structure is still largely
uncharacterized.

The Populus Microbiome
Populus is a fast growing woody perennial with potential to be utilized as a
renewable source of biofuels and bioproducts.35 These trees can be grown on
land that is unsuitable for growing food crops and Populus increases carbon
sequestration which reduces the carbon debt that occurs from land use
changes.36 Additionally, Populus was the first tree to have its genome sequenced
and microbiome characterized.35-37 Analysis of the microbiome has demonstrated
that Populus hosts two distinct bacterial populations between its rhizosphere
community and endosphere community.36 The rhizosphere community is more
diverse than its endosphere and dominated by Acidobacteria and
Alphaproteobacteria while the endosphere is dominated by
Gammaproteobacteria and Alphaproteobacteria.36,37 Additionally, the metabolic
functions of closely related bacteria isolated from the endosphere can differ
compared to bacteria isolated from the rhizosphere. For example, Pseudomonas
fluorescens strains isolated from the Populus endosphere had significantly more
metabolic pathways for plant signaling, were biased toward utilizing nucleotides
and sugars, and displayed more plant growth promoting traits compared to
rhizosphere isolates that had more metabolic pathways for root exudates but less
pathways related to plant-microbe interactions.38 Abiotic conditions have also
been shown to shift the Populus microbiome; with season, geography, and soil
pH causing variance in the abundance and diversity of microbes collected at a
particular time and place.37
Recent work has examined how individual environmental factors affect
members of the Populus microbiome. Populus grown under abiotic stress
conditions have been shown to alter the microbes within the microbiome.
Furthermore, a subset of bacterial strains became enriched regardless of the
4

stressor, suggesting a core stress microbiome during abiotic stressors.39 The
characteristics of the soil also has an influential role in the microbiome structure.
When microbes are grown in several different soils, differing in either its origins
or properties, and using several Populus genotypes, the soil origin plays a larger
role in the microbiome structure than the genotype, although genotype is also
important.40,41

Natural Products
While characterization of the plant microbiome has increased, there is still
a lack of information regarding secreted metabolites produced by the microbiome
members. Secreted metabolites, known as natural products or secondary
metabolites, are molecules that are not necessary for growth and are typically
produced as nutrients become limited.34 Natural products cover a few defined
classes of molecules but can range in variety of structures due to variations in
production mechanisms, building blocks, and processing.34 Despite not being
necessary for growth, bacterially produced natural products have many
ecological benefits for the bacteria in their communication with other bacteria
within the microbiome.34 Possible ecological roles include molecules that act to
inhibit growth of other bacterial strains, stimulate sporulation, signaling
molecules, compounds that lead to plant growth promotion, molecules that can
help to increase motility and biofilm formation in the bacteria, and alter gene
expression.34
Genes related to natural product production are often found in biosynthetic
gene clusters which can be identified through genome mining and lab screening
for the expected compound.42 One challenge to natural product discovery is
identifying which genes encode a product as many biosynthetic gene clusters are
not expressed under laboratory conditions.43 Because these products may play a
role in native environments, some clusters can be activated through growing
bacteria in the presence of another microbial strain.43 For example, growing
5

Streptomyces species with Tsukamurella pulmonis TP-B0596 resulted in the
discovery of a unknown red pigment as well as a novel antibiotic.44 The mycolic
acid production by T. pulmonis is thought to alter the environmental conditions
which, in turn, alter the secondary metabolism of the Streptomyces species.44
Utilizing these and other methods to activate biosynthetic gene clusters provides
a promising future for discovering novel natural products.
The biosynthetic potential for the Populus microbiome was recently
characterized by Blair et al. Over 3,400 biosynthetic gene clusters were identified
from 339 sequenced Populus isolates.45 The gene clusters range in diversity over
the natural product categories, with many being unique. Less than 1% of the
identified gene clusters matched to a previously characterized gene cluster.45
Therefore, future research into the potential for natural product production in the
Populus microbiome could lead to wealth of novel molecules.

Biosurfactants
Surfactants are amphiphilic compounds that can reduce surface tension of
a liquid on surfaces or at the interface of two liquids.46 They can act as foaming
and dispersing agents, emulsifiers, and detergents, making them ideal for many
commercial processes including cleaning materials, food processing, and
petroleum production.47,48 However, synthetic surfactants pose potential
environmental harm as they are non-biodegradable.49 Microbially produced
biosurfactants are typically biodegradable, less toxic and have similar properties
as synthetic surfactants, making them a promising option for replacing synthetic
surfactants.50
Biosurfactants range in size and shape, with many being branched or
cyclic in structure.51 They are broadly characterized into six types: glycolipids,
lipopeptides, phospholipids, fatty acids or natural lipids, polymeric surfactants, or
particulate surfactants.47,52 While a variety of bacterial genera produce
biosurfactants, research has largely focused on the lipopeptides, particularly
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rhamnolipids produced by Pseudomonas strains and surfactin produced by
Bacillus strains.46 These lipopeptides are synthesized by nonribosomal peptide
synthetases (NRPSs), which uses a thiotemplate process.53 However, other
biosurfactants, such as the inturin family, use a different, hybrid system for
synthesis that includes a polyketide synthase (PKS) in addition to a NRPS to
form the hybrid PKS/NRPS biosynthetic system.54 Additionally, two-component
systems and quorum sensing are common biosurfactant production regulation
schemes for Bacillus and Pseudomonas.46
Biosurfactants have been shown to contribute to several microbial
behaviors that help microbes in their native environments. Surfactin and
rhamnolipid production in Bacillus and Pseudomonas, respectively, are
necessary for swarming motility by acting as a wetting agent on a surface.55,56
Biosurfactants also contribute to normal biofilm formation and maintenance. For
example, characterization of a P. aeruginosa mutant deficient in biosurfactant
production showed that this mutant produced biofilms that lacked water
channels, but maintained the thickness of a biofilm compared to wild type.57 B.
subtilis, on the other hand, requires surfactin to form normal pellicles, a type of
biofilm that forms at the air-liquid interface.58 Research into the antimicrobial
properties of biosurfactants has shown that they can affect a broad range of
microbes, including gram positive and gram negative bacteria and fungi.59
Therefore, biosurfactant production likely influences interactions with other
microbes and the host plant, suggesting that biosurfactant production may play a
role in plant colonization and microbiome dynamics. Biosurfactants are thought to
promote plant growth by increasing the wettability of the soil and through
antimicrobial properties. The increased wettability of the soil by secreted
biosurfactants could contribute to increasing colonization of microbes with the
plant roots. Recently, research has suggested that a bacterial strain that coexists
beneficially with a biosurfactant-producer can utilize the biosurfactant molecules
to help their own motility and degrade the biosurfactant molecules to use as
7

territory markers.60 Additionally, antimicrobial properties can influence community
structure by impacting which microbes can successfully colonize and become a
part of the plant microbiome.61 Lastly, some biosurfactants have the ability to
disrupt the biofilms of other bacteria. Rhamnolipids have been shown to disrupt
the biofilms of a variety of bacteria and prevent biofilm formation for certain yeast
and bacteria on silicon rubber.62-64

The Genus Variovorax
Species in the genus Variovorax are gram-negative, motile, rod-shaped
bacteria from the family Comamonadaceae that are found in many diverse
locations ranging from the gastrointestinal tract of a zebrafish, drinking water,
phenol contaminated soils, and the plant microbiome, and have diverse
metabolisms.65-67 They are known for degrading a variety of toxins and organic
compounds.68-72
There are nine species of Variovorax, including V. boronicumulans, V.
defluvii, V. dokdonensis, V. ginsengisoli, V. gossypii, V. guangziensis, V.
humicola, V. paradoxus, and V. soli, of which six species have been
sequenced.66 Several Variovorax species are plant growth promoting in a variety
of plants, including pea (Pisum sativum)73, Zea mays 74, and potato (Solanum
tuberosum).75 Characteristics that contribute to their ability to promote plant
growth have been described. Several Variovorax species have 1aminocyclepropane-1-carboxylate (ACC) deaminase enzyme activity, a plant
growth promoting characteristic that lowers the level of the stress hormone
ethylene in the plant.76-78 The plant phytohormone indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) is
produced by V. boronicumulans using indole-3-acetonitirile (IAN) as a precursor
rather than using the more common precursor tryptophan.79 V. paradoxus has
shown to help mitigate drought stress in pea plants by increasing nodulation,
seed count, and nitrogen content.80
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Within the Populus microbiome, several Variovorax species have been
isolated, including the thirteen that are the focus of this project and listed in Table
1.1. Twelve of the thirteen were isolated from the endosphere while one was
isolated from the rhizosphere, Variovorax sp. YR216. Their genomes range in
size from 6.03-8.96mb. In addition, the names of the Variovorax strains relates to
their location of isolation with strains beginning with YR- and CF- isolated from P.
deltoides trees in North Carolina and Tennessee, respectively, while strains
beginning with OK- or OV- were isolated from trees growing in common gardens
in Oregon. Additionally, Variovorax sp. OK212 and Variovorax sp. OK202 were
isolated from the same P. trichocarpa tree and Variovorax sp. OK605 was
isolated from the same common garden. Variovorax sp. PDC80 was isolated
from a P. deltoides tree growing in the greenhouse at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The thirteen Variovorax species provide a
platform by which to investigate differences in plant-associated behavior and in
the production of secondary metabolites, such as biosurfactants. Through this
research, we were able to identify the biosynthetic potential of the Variovorax
species as well as differences in growth with other bacterial strains and in
different growth environments. Lastly, we have focused on characterizing
biosurfactant molecules that are produced by the Variovorax species.
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Table 1.1: Thirteen Variovorax spp. showing the isolation source, size of
the genome (Mb), and the GC content. All of the Populus-associated
Variovorax genomes are draft assemblies that range in size from 6.03
Mb (Variovorax sp. CF313) to 8.96 Mb (Variovorax sp. PDC80).
Name

Source

Size (Mb)

% GC

Variovorax sp. CF079

P. deltoides endosphere

6.85

67.1

Variovorax sp. CF313

P. deltoides endosphere

6.03

67.0

Variovorax sp. PDC80

P. deltoides endosphere

8.96

66.8

Variovorax sp. YR216

P. deltoides rhizosphere

7.37

69.6

Variovorax sp. YR266

P. deltoides endosphere

7.46

66.2

Variovorax sp. YR634

P. deltoides endosphere

7.16

66.4

Variovorax sp. YR750

P. deltoides endosphere

8.10

67.4

Variovorax sp. OK202

P. trichocarpa endosphere

8.80

68.0

Variovorax sp. OK212

P. trichocarpa endosphere

8.80

68.0

Variovorax sp. OK605

P. trichocarpa endosphere

8.80

68.1

Variovorax sp. OV084

P. trichocarpa endosphere

7.39

66.3

Variovorax sp. OV329

P. trichocarpa endosphere

6.31

67.8

Variovorax sp. OV700

P. trichocarpa endosphere

6.48

65.7
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CHAPTER TWO :
GENOMIC COMPARISONS AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE VARIOVORAX SPECIES
Introduction
The thirteen Variovorax species were an ideal experimental set for
investigating the genomic and experimental diversity of the closely related
species that were all isolated from Populus. Previous work using P. fluorescens
from Populus for similar analyses resulted in the discovery of metabolic
differences between species isolated from the endosphere and rhizosphere.38
Given that twelve of the Variovorax species were isolated from the endosphere,
potential diversity between the species was expected to be reduced. We
performed experimental analysis to compare the Variovorax species. Growth
curves using different medias and carbon sources provided a look into potential
metabolic differences for the Variovorax species. We also utilized pairwise
interaction assays to investigate how the Variovorax species may affect the
growth of other bacterial strains, which could provide initial information of
potential differences in secondary metabolite production.
Additionally, we relied on bioinformatic tools to determine genomic
differences between the strains. Analyses included phylogenetic distributions,
similarity in proteins for the species, COG identifications, and predicted
biosynthetic gene clusters. Overall, the work indicates that the Variovorax
species encode a high level of genomic and metabolic diversity. Despite being
isolated from a common host, these analyses indicate that the Populusassociated Variovorax strains show variations in metabolic potential, in their
interactions, and in the diversity and abundance of biosynthetic gene clusters.
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Methods
Strains and Growth Conditions
Bacterial strains used throughout the studies were isolated from the roots
of either Populus deltoides or Populus trichocarpa (Table 1.1, Table 2.1). The
bacterial strains were grown at 28-30ºC with shaking in either R2A broth
(TEKnova, Inc.), Luria Broth (LB) media (10 g Tryptone, 5 g Yeast Extract, 10 g
NaCl per 1 liter), or MOPS minimal media81 with 10 mM of varying carbon
sources (galactose, mannose, malate, sodium acetate, glucose, and sodium
citrate).
Genome-wide ANI Analysis
A similarity matrix of genome similarities was calculated using Genomewide Average Nucleotide Identity (gANI) V1.82 The dissimilarity matrix was
calculated for all pairs and bioNJ83 was used to create the tree. Both were
prepared by Miriam Land from Oak Ridge National Laboratory for analysis.
Growth Curves
The Variovorax strains were grown overnight in either R2A or LB media as
described previously. The next day, a 96-well microtiter plate was filled with 200
µL of media that the overnight strains were grown in and inoculated with 2 µL of
overnight culture. The strains were randomized across the plate to overcome the
inaccuracies that may arise due to differences in oxygen flow across the plate
and were incubated with the microtiter plate lid. A plate reader (Biotek Synergy 2)
was used to automize the readings. The program allowed for automatic reads in
addition to applying shaking to the plate between reads.
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Table 2.1: List of the 10-member constructed community bacterial
strains used for pairwise interaction assay showing the isolation
source, size of the genome (Mb), and the GC content.
Genome Name

Isolation Source

Size (Mb)

GC%

Streptomyces YR139

P. deltoides

11.45

70.28

Bacillus BC15

P. deltoides

5.74

34.79

Caulobacter AP07

P. deltoides

5.65

68.89

Rhizobium CF142

P. deltoides

7.46

60.15

Sphingobium AP49

P. deltoides

4.63

63.19

Burkholderia BT03

P. deltoides

10.9

61.88

Duganella CF402

P. deltoides

6.24

62.92

Variovorax CF313

P. deltoides

6.05

66.80

Pantoea YR343

P. deltoides

5.32

54.52

Pseudomonas GM17

P. deltoides

6.79

62.79
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Growth on Different Carbon Sources
For these experiments, six different carbon sources were tested (galactose,
mannose, malate, sodium acetate, glucose, and sodium citrate) with six Variovorax
strains (Variovorax sp. PDC80, Variovorax sp. YR216, Variovorax sp. YR266,
Variovorax sp. CF313, Variovorax sp. OV700, Variovorax sp. YR750). After
inoculating, the cultures were incubated at 30ºC with shaking for two days. The
optical density (OD) of the cultures was determined at a 600 nm wavelength once
every 24 hours.
Pairwise Interaction Assays
Bacterial strains were grown as previously described. R2A plates were
prepared with one bacterial strain spread as a lawn on the plate, allowed to dry,
then the Variovorax strains were spotted on top of the lawn and allowed to dry
again. Prepared plates were placed in the incubator at 28ºC for 48 hours. Once
grown, the plates were analyzed to determine if the bacterial species had a
nuetral, positive, or negative interaction with each other. If neutral, the bacterial
spot colony grew normally where it was placed and had no effect on the bacterial
lawn. If positive, the bacterial spot colony grew to be larger than where it was
placed and had no effect on the bacterial lawn. If negative, the bacterial spot
colony produced a halo of no bacterial growth around the colony, demonstrating
growth inhibition of the bacterial lawn.
Natural Product Predictions
Accession numbers for the genomes were accessed from the NCBI
database and submitted to antiSMASH 4.0 for analysis.84
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Results
Comparisons of Sequenced Variovorax Genomes
The relative taxonomic positions of the Populus-associated genomes were
compared using a whole genome Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) comparison
(Figure 2.1).82 Not surprisingly, the analysis indicates that the six Variovorax
strains isolated from US water treatment facilities (V. paradoxus strains H061
through H112) are highly related as are the four strains isolated from switchgrass
roots (NFACC26 through NFACC29). Conversely, the Populus-associated
genomes are more diverse within the genus and some of the Populus-associated
genomes occupy niches not covered by other sequenced genomes. The diversity
of the Populus-associated isolates may reflect, at least in part, different sampling
environments based on geographic locations and seasons. Interestingly, three of
the strains Variovorax sp. YR266, Variovorax sp. YR634, and Variovorax sp.
OV084, are closely related, even though they were isolated from P. deltoides in
North Carolina and P. trichocarpa in Oregon, respectively. Based on this
phylogenetic tree, there is little correlation between Variovorax strains isolated
from P. deltoides or P. trichocarpa (Table 1.1, Figure 2.1). The exceptions are
the closely related strains Variovorax sp. OK202 and Variovorax sp. OK212
which were isolated from the same P. trichocarpa tree and Variovorax sp. OK605
isolated from a different P. trichocarpa tree growing in the same common garden
in Claskanie, Oregon.
Protein Similarity and Orthologs
To begin to look at functional diversity, we constructed a protein similarity
half matrix85. This matrix shows each pairwise proteome comparison using
BLAST to determine whether proteins are shared between the genomes.
Proteins that show at least 50% identity over at least 50% of the longest gene
product are considered to be in the same family in this analysis (Figure 2.2).
Consistent with results from whole genome average nucleotide identity (Figure
15

Figure 2.1: Phylogenetic tree for the thirteen Variovorax strains using
average nucleotide identity (ANI) comparisons, shown in red. The
Variovorax species highlighted in green, blue, and purple are other
sequenced species from the genus. From the ANI comparisons, we
found that the Variovorax spp. contain two clusters of closely related
species.
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Figure 2.2: A protein similarity half matrix to determine similarities and differences between the proteomes
of the Variovorax species. The green diamonds represent average percent protein similarity between two
genomes (Range: 32.2% -99.8%). The red diamonds are the percent protein similarity within a
singular genome (Range: 4.6% -7.3%). The darker the shade of green or red, the more similar the
proteome.
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2.1), this analysis indicates that Variovorax sp. OK605, Variovorax sp. OK212,
and Variovorax sp. OK202 are closely related, showing between 83-99%
similarity at the protein level (Figure 2.2). Likewise, Variovorax sp. YR634,
Variovorax sp. YR266, and Variovorax sp. OV084 are also closely related,
showing between 79-81% protein similarity. Interestingly, Variovorax sp. YR216,
which was the only strain isolated from the rhizosphere, is the least similar to the
other Populus-associated strains, ranging from 32-42% similarity at the protein
level.
Signaling Pathways
Many bacteria utilize quorum sensing signals to regulate cell-density
dependent processes and interactions with hosts.86 Previous analysis of the
Populus microbiome showed a prevalence of LuxI- and LuxR- type quorum
sensing systems in Proteobacteria isolated from the rhizosphere and endosphere
of these trees.87 Thus, we looked for the presence of predicted LuxI/LuxR pairs in
the Variovorax isolates, using COG3916 to define predicted LuxI homologs and
Pfam03472 to define predicted LuxR homologs (Table 2.2). This analysis
indicated that six of the isolates (Variovorax sp. CF079, Variovorax sp. OK202,
Variovorax sp. OK212, Variovorax sp. OK605, Variovorax sp. YR266, and
Variovorax sp. YR750) had well-defined LuxI-LuxR pairs as determined by
homology and close proximity in the genome. Another five isolates (Variovorax
sp. CF079, Variovorax sp. CF313, Variovorax sp. PDC80, Variovorax sp. OV700,
and Variovorax sp. YR750) encode for orphan LuxR homologs, which may
recognize signals produced by other organisms.88 Only Variovorax sp. OV084
and Variovorax sp. YR216 showed no apparent LuxI-LuxR signaling systems.
Interestingly, Variovorax is also known for the ability to degrade acylhomoserine lactones (AHL) and disrupt quorum signaling.67 The main enzymes
that confer the ability to degrade AHLs are lactonases and AHL acylases.
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Table 2.2: Comparisons of COG and select Pfam families for the Variovorax species. The number of genes
per COG or Pfam family are listed for each Variovorax species as well as the functional category and
description for each COG or Pfam.

COG/Pfam

CF079

CF313

PDC80

OK202

OK212

OK605

OV084

OV329

OV700

YR216

YR266

YR634

YR750

COG2199

2

5

8

13

13

13

6

0

4

0

6

6

8

COG2200

2

2

5

2

2

2

1

0

1

0

1

1

4

COG3434

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

1

1

1

COG3437

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Functional
Category

Description
GGDEF domain,

Signaling

diguanylate cyclase (c-diGMP synthetase)
EAL domain, c-di-GMPspecific
phosphodiesterase class I
c-di-GMP-related signal
transduction protein,
contains EAL and HDOD
domains
Response regulator c-diGMP phosphodiesterase,
RpfG family, contains
REC and HD-GYP
domains
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Table 2.2: Continued

COG/Pfam

CF079

CF313

PDC80

OK202

OK212

OK605

OV084

OV329

OV700

YR216

YR266

YR634

YR750

COG5001

0

1

2

3

3

3

2

0

1

0

1

1

1

COG3916

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

Pfam03472

2

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

2

0

1

1

2

COG2366

1

1

7

4

4

4

3

1

0

0

3

3

4

COG0491

15

9

9

10

10

8

10

7

12

9

8

10

11

Pfam00753

14

13

13

12

12

12

14

12

14

13

12

15

20

Functional
Category

Description
Predicted signal
transduction protein
containing a membrane
domain, an EAL and a
GGDEF domain
N-acyl-L-homoserine
lactone synthetase
Autoinducer binding
domain
Acyl-homoserine lactone
(AHL) acylase PvdQ
Glyoxylase or a related
metal-dependent
hydrolase, beta-lactamase
superfamily II [General
function prediction only]
Metallo-beta-lactamase
superfamily
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Table 2.2: Continued

Description

COG/Pfam

CF079

CF313

PDC80

OK202

OK212

OK605

OV084

OV329

OV700

YR216

YR266

YR634

YR750

TonB receptor

COG0810

1

0

3

2

2

2

0

0

2

1

1

0

1

COG4773

4

3

18

11

11

10

7

1

5

0

7

7

0

COG1629

3

4

11

8

8

10

4

3

4

3

4

4

5

COG4774

2

2

9

6

6

7

3

3

2

2

3

3

5

COG1157

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

COG1256

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

COG1261

1

0

2

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

COG1291

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

Functional
Category
Iron Uptake

iron complex
outermembrane recepter
protein
iron complex
outermembrane recepter
protein
Outer membrane receptor
for monomeric catechols
Flagellar
Motility

biosynthesis/type III
secretory pathway
ATPase
Flagellar hook-associated
protein FlgK
Flagella basal body P-ring
formation protein FlgA
Flagellar motor
component MotA
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Table 2.2: Continued

COG/Pfam

CF079

CF313

PDC80

OK202

OK212

OK605

OV084

OV329

OV700

YR216

YR266

YR634

YR750

COG1298

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG1317

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

COG1338

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG1344

2

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

COG1345

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

COG1360

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

2

0

1

1

1

1

COG1377

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

COG1419

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

Functional
Category

Description
Flagellar biosynthesis
pathway, component FlhA
Flagellar
biosynthesis/type III
secretory pathway protein
FliH
Flagellar biosynthetic
protein FliP
Flagellin and related
hook-associated protein
FlgL
Flagellar capping protein
FliD
Flagellar motor protein
MotB
Flagellar biosynthesis
protein FlhB
Flagellar biosynthesis
GTPase FlhF
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Table 2.2: Continued

COG/Pfam

CF079

CF313

PDC80

OK202

OK212

OK605

OV084

OV329

OV700

YR216

YR266

YR634

YR750

COG1516

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

COG1536

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

COG1558

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG1580

2

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

COG1677

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG1684

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG1705

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

COG1706

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG1749

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Functional
Category

Description
Flagellin-specific
chaperone FliS
Flagellar motor switch
protein FliG
Flagellar basal body rod
protein FlgC
Flagellar basal bodyassociated protein FliL
Flagellar hook-basal body
complex protein FliE
Flagellar biosynthesis
protein FliR
Flagellum-specific
peptidoglycan hydrolase
FlgJ
Flagellar basal body Pring protein FlgI
Flagellar hook protein
FlgE
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Table 2.2: Continued

COG/Pfam

CF079

CF313

PDC80

OK202

OK212

OK605

OV084

OV329

OV700

YR216

YR266

YR634

YR750

COG1766

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG1815

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG1843

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

COG1868

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

COG1886

1

0

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG1987

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG2063

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COG2882

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

Functional
Category

Description
Flagellar
biosynthesis/type III
secretory pathway M-ring
protein FliF/YscJ
Flagellar basal body rod
protein FlgB
Flagellar hook assembly
protein FlgD
Flagellar motor switch
protein FliM
Flagellar motor
switch/type III secretory
pathway protein FliN
Flagellar biosynthesis
protein FliQ
Flagellar basal body Lring protein FlgH
Flagellar biosynthesis
chaperone FliJ
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Table 2.2: Continued

COG/Pfam

CF079

CF313

PDC80

OK202

OK212

OK605

OV084

OV329

OV700

YR216

YR266

YR634

YR750

COG0643

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

Pfam00072

81

79

106

118

118

119

101

88

82

96

102

102

104

Pfam00072

81

79

106

118

118

119

101

88

82

96

102

102

104

COG0835

2

1

1

1

1

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

COG0840

7

1

1

16

16

17

8

11

2

12

8

8

14

Pfam00015

7

1

1

16

16

17

8

11

2

12

8

8

14

Functional
Category

Description
Chemotaxis protein
histidine kinase CheA
(gene: chemosensory pili

Chemotaxis

system protein ChpA
(sensor histidine
kinase/response
regulator))
twitching motility twocomponent system
response regulator PilG
twitching motility twocomponent system
response regulator PilH
twitching motility protein
PilI
twitching motility protein
PilJ
Methyl-accepting
chemotaxis proteins
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Putative lactonases were searched using COG0491 and Pfam00753 and were
found in all of the Variovorax strains (Table 2.2). Putative AHL acylases were
searched using COG2366 or Pfam01804 and were found in all strains except
Variovorax sp. YR216 and Variovorax sp. OV700 (Table 2.2).
Chemotaxis
Using comparative genomic analysis, we examined the chemotaxis
operons present in each of the 13 Variovorax species used throughout this study.
We found that all of the Variovorax species contain an operon for the Chp
chemosensory pathway which has been shown in other species to regulate the
production and function of type IV pili and twitching motility.89,90 All of the Chp
chemosensory pathways included pilHIJ and chpA, and variations in this operon
across strains included genes encoding rubredoxin (a low molecular weight ironcontaining protein involved in electron transfer) in several strains, like Variovorax
sp. CF313, and others also possessed pilG (Table 2.2). In addition to the Chp
chemosensory pathway, we found that all of the Variovorax strains in this study,
except for Variovorax sp. CF313 and Variovorax sp. PDC80, possessed a
separate operon containing chemotaxis genes. The structure of this operon was
identical in ten of the Variovorax strains and included genes for flagella
biosynthesis (flhD, flhC, motA), chemotaxis (cheA, cheB, cheY, cheZ and cheD),
and a gene encoding a putative phosphodiesterase (EAL domain-containing
protein). Variovorax sp. OV700, on the other hand, contained an operon
resembling that of the Wsp system described for Pseudomonas, consisting of
genes encoding wspABCDF, a diguanylate cyclase - response regulator hybrid
protein, and phospholipase C.91 MCPs used to bind chemical signals for
chemotaxis also vary in number across the thirteen strains.8 Variovorax sp.
CF313 and Variovorax sp. PDC80 have the least number of genes with one MCP
each, while Variovorax sp. OK605 has the most with 17 MCP genes (Table 2.2).
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Natural Product Predictions
In order to determine predicted natural products produced by the
Variovorax species, we utilized antiSMASH 4.0 for predictions and analysis of
biosynthetic gene clusters found in their genomes 84. We found that the
Variovorax species are predicted to have biosynthetic gene clusters that cover
thirteen natural product categories (Table 2.3). The Variovorax species are most
abundant in predicted nonribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) biosynthetic
gene clusters (count: 38) and the hybrid Type 1 Polyketide Synthase (T1PKS)NRPS biosynthetic gene clusters (count: 23). NRPS biosynthetic gene clusters
make up a diverse family of metabolites that range in properties including
siderophores, biosurfactants, antimicrobials, and toxins.92 Other Variovorax
species have predicted biosynthetic gene clusters that are unique to only one
species such as Variovorax sp. CF079 containing a predicted siderophore
cluster, Variovorax sp. OV700 containing a predicted hybrid thiopeptidebacteriocin cluster, and Variovorax sp. YR750 containing a predicted TransATPKS cluster, further demonstrating the diversity found within the genus. Particular
clusters of interest include arylpolyene, which can produce pigments that protect
bacteria from reactive oxygen species (ROS) and were recently characterized
structurally for Variovorax paradoxus B4.93 Lastly, the Variovorax species have
predicted terpene biosynthetic gene clusters. Terpenes are small volatile
compounds that are suggested to act as intra- and inter-species communication
molecules within the soil.94
Further analysis of the predicted NRPS clusters resulted in the discovery
of a highly conserved gene cluster among the Variovorax species. When the
gene from Variovorax sp. OK202 was used as the template for BLAST, the
results for the genes ranged in percent identity from 100% to 48% and all genes
were predicted to be a hybrid T1PKS/NRPS gene cluster through antiSMASH
(Table 2.4). Additionally, the gene neighborhoods are highly similar (Figure 2.3).
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Table 2.3: Results from antiSMASH analysis for the Variovorax species.
The predicted antiSMASH categories are listed along the top of the table
as well as the number of antiSMASH Gene Clusters predicted in each

10

Variovorax sp. CF313 1

1

Variovorax sp. OK202 1

1

1

1

5

1

2

1

13

Variovorax sp. OK212 1

1

1

1

5

1

2

1

13

Variovorax sp. OK605 1

1

1

1

3

1

2

1

11

Variovorax sp. OV084 1

1

2

1

2

1

9

1

1

8

1

3

1

1

2

1

7

1

1

7

1

2

1

16
9

Variovorax sp. OV329 2

1
1

Variovorax sp. OV700 1

1

Variovorax sp. PDC80 1

1

Variovorax sp. YR216 1

1

2

1
1
2

1

1
1

Variovorax sp. YR266 1

1

1

1

7

Variovorax sp. YR634 1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

Variovorax sp. YR750 1

1

1

1

6

1

3

1

10

10

8

Total

14

3

28

38

4

11

1

25 13

1

1

9

2

17

2

140

count

1

1

cluster

2

2

1

antiSMASH

1

1

transatpks

terpene

11

1

bacteriocin

t1pks-nrps

1

3

thiopeptide-

siderophore

1

resorcinol

1

other

1

nrps

1

lantipeptide

hserlactone

Variovorax sp. CF079 1

bacteriocin

resorcinol

arylpolyene-

Genome Name

arylpolyene

Variovorax species.

Table 2.4: Results for the highly conserved biosynthetic gene cluster found in the Variovorax species.
BLAST results demonstrate similarities between the Variovorax genes compared to the gene found in
Variovorax sp. OK202. Homologous known gene clusters and NaPDoS results provide predictions of
possible products by the biosynthetic gene clusters.
BLAST Results
Genome
OK202
OK212
OK605
OV084
CF313
YR266
YR634
YR750
OV700
PDC80

Homologous Known Gene Clusters

Cluster
Gene Cluster
% ID IMG Locus Tag
Gene Name
% ID
Organism % ID
Type (#)
Name
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
100 Ga0115515_103445
14
Colanic Acid
E. coli
32
NRPS (3)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
100 Ga0115516_103445
14
Colanic Acid
E. coli
32
NRPS (3)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
99 Ga0070142_101292
9
Colanic Acid
E. coli
32
NRPS (1)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
88 Ga0115518_101859
9
Colanic Acid
E. coli
34
NRPS (2)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
87
PMI12_02243
9
Colanic Acid
E. coli
35
NRPS (4)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
88 Ga0115523_102335
9
Colanic Acid
E. coli
34
NRPS (1)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
88 Ga0115524_12133
9
Colanic Acid
E. coli
34
NRPS (8)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
86 Ga0115525_101262
22 Lipopolysaccharide E. coli
32
NRPS (1)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
75 Ga0115520_105323
10
Colanic Acid
E. coli
34
NRPS (6)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
69 Ga0115521_110312
14
Colanic Acid
E. coli
35
NRPS (5)
domain-containing protein
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NaPDoS Results
Domain
Organism
Result
Microcystin

E. coli

Microcystin

E. coli

Microcystin

E. coli

Microcystin

E. coli

Microcystin

E. coli

Microcystin

E. coli

Microcystin

E. coli

Microcystin

E. coli

Microcystin

E. coli

Microcystin

E. coli

Table 2.4: Continued
BLAST Results
Homologous Known Gene Clusters
Cluster
Gene Cluster
Genome
% ID IMG Locus Tag
Gene Name
% ID
Organism
Type (#)
Name
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
YR216
56 Ga0115522_10569
N/A
N/A
N/A
NRPS (4)
domain-containing protein
T1PKSamino acid adenylation
OV329
48 Ga0115519_108217
N/A
N/A
N/A
NRPS (4)
domain-containing protein
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%
ID

NaPDoS Results
Domain
Organism
Result

37 Microcystin

E. coli

34 Microcystin

E. coli

Figure 2.3: Gene neighborhood for highly conserved gene cluster found
in the Variovorax species through antiSMASH. The genes highlighted in
red were used for the BLAST and product prediction searches.
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Possible products for the biosynthetic gene clusters were investigated
using bioinformatic tools through the antiSMASH website. We first looked at
predictions from antiSMASH for similarities between the predicted biosynthetic
gene clusters to homologous known gene clusters. This suggested nine of the
gene clusters could be related to the exopolysaccharide colanic acid.95 However,
there is only a 9-14% match between the Variovorax species and a known
colanic acid biosynthetic gene cluster from Escherichia coli (Table 2.4).
Furthermore, one species, Variovorax sp. YR750 is not a match for colanic acid
but rather has a 22% match to a lipopolysaccharide biosynthetic gene cluster
from E. coli. Another three, Variovorax sp. YR216, Variovorax sp. CF079, and
Variovorax sp. OV329, did not have a match towards any homologous known
gene cluster. We next used NaPDoS to further analyze the gene cluster which
compares the condensation domains of the predicted genes to known natural
product condensation domains.96 The condensation domains are one of the
specific domains in NRPS and hybrid PKS/NRPS gene clusters and are identified
through the gene cluster annotation feature in antiSMASH.84 The domains were
found to match from 32-37% for a microcystin domain from Microcystis
aeruginosa, a highly toxic compound produced by the cyanobacteria (Table
2.4).97
Growth Curves in Different Medias
In order to determine growth differences between the Variovorax strains,
we performed growth curves using LB, a rich media, and R2A, a less rich but not
minimal media. The growth curves ran for 24 hours in a standard microtiter plate
to be monitored by a plate reader. We found that eight of the thirteen Variovorax
strains grew well on both R2A and LB: Variovorax sp. OV700, Variovorax sp.
PDC80, Variovorax sp. OV329, Variovorax sp. YR750, Variovorax sp. CF313,
Variovorax sp. YR634, Variovorax sp. YR266, and Variovorax sp. OV084 (Figure
2.4, 2.5, 2.6). The remaining five grew with preference to either R2A or LB.
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Figure 2.4: Growth curves for phylogenetic clusters containing Variovorax sp. OK605, Variovorax sp.
OK212, and Variovorax sp. OK202 in R2A and LB media. The solid lines are growth curves in LB media
and the dashed lines are growth curves in R2A media.
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Figure 2.5: Growth curves in R2A and LB media for phylogenetic clusters containing Variovorax sp.
YR634, Variovorax sp. YR266, Variovorax sp. OV084. The solid lines are growth curves in LB media and
the dashed lines are growth curves in R2A media.
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Figure 2.6: Growth curves in R2A and LB media for Variovorax sp. OV700, Variovorax sp. PDC80,
Variovorax sp. YR216. The solid lines are growth curves in LB media and the dashed lines are growth
curves in R2A media.
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Variovorax sp. OK605, Variovorax sp. OK212, Variovorax sp. OK202 grew better
in LB while Variovorax sp. YR216 and Variovorax sp. CF079 preferred R2A
(Figure 2.4, 2.6, 2.7). The bacterial strains with preference to one or the other
appear to have longer lag times in certain medias than others. The doubling
times for the Variovorax species are listed in Table 2.5.
We also analyzed the growth curves based on the phylogenetically similar
clusters for the Variovorax strains to determine if the strains demonstrate similar
growth patterns. The cluster containing Variovorax sp. OK605, Variovorax sp.
OK202, and Variovorax sp. OK212 demonstrated Variovorax sp. OK605 grew
significantly better than Variovorax sp. OK202 and Variovorax sp. OK212 in both
LB and R2A, suggesting metabolic differences between these closely similar
species (Figure 2.4). All three also demonstrated similar growth media
preferences with each species growing better in LB rather than R2A. The second
cluster containing Variovorax sp. YR634, Variovorax sp. YR266, and Variovorax
sp. OV084 grew similarly to each other in both R2A and LB with their highest
ODs being significantly higher in LB (0.66- 0.82) than in R2A (0.49- 0.54) (Figure
2.5).
Next, to further investigate their metabolic diversity, we used six different
carbon sources (galactose, mannose, malate, sodium acetate, glucose, and
sodium citrate) with six Variovorax strains (Variovorax sp. PDC80, Variovorax sp.
YR216, Variovorax sp. YR266, Variovorax sp. CF313, Variovorax sp. OV700,
Variovorax sp. YR750), as shown in Figure 2.8. The data indicated that four of
the six strains (Variovorax sp. YR266, Variovorax sp. CF313, Variovorax sp.
YR750, Variovorax sp. OV700) grew well with galactose as the carbon source,
with an OD range of 0.262-0.379. Variovorax sp. YR750 and Variovorax sp.
PDC80 grew best using glucose (the OD for each being 0.369 and 0.244,
respectively). Interestingly, Variovorax sp. YR750 grew equally well in MOPS
with glucose, MOPS with galactose, and MOPS with mannose. All other strains
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Figure 2.7: Growth curves in R2A and LB media for Variovorax sp. CF079, Variovorax sp. OV329,
Variovorax sp. YR750, and Variovorax sp. CF313. The solid lines are growth curves in LB media and the
dashed lines are growth curves in R2A media.
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Table 2.5: Doubling times for the Variovorax species using the growth
curves in LB and R2A media for analysis.
Species

Doubling time Doubling time
in LB (hours) in R2A (hours)

Variovorax sp. CF079

10.0

3.0

Variovorax sp. CF313

3.3

3.7

Variovorax sp. OK202

7.3

17.3

Variovorax sp. OK212

7.9

17.0

Variovorax sp. OK605

3.2

11.1

Variovorax sp. OV084

3.5

3.3

Variovorax sp. OV329

6.6

3.1

Variovorax sp. OV700

4.6

4.7

Variovorax sp. PDC80

3.2

3.6

Variovorax sp. YR216

3.7

4.0

Variovorax sp. YR266

2.7

4.3

Variovorax sp. YR634

2.6

3.0

Variovorax sp. YR750

3.3

2.8
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Growth of Six Variovorax Species in the Presence of Six Different Carbon Sources
0.4
0.35

Optical Density (600nm)

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
Galactose

Glucose

Mannose

Malate

Sodium acetate

Sodium ci trate

Carbon Source
Variovorax sp. PDC80

Variovorax sp. YR216

Variovorax sp. YR266

Variovorax sp. OV700

Variovorax sp. CF313

Variovorax sp. YR750

Figure 2.8: Growth assay for six Variovorax species in MOPS minimal
media using six different carbon sources at a 10 mM concentration.
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demonstrated a clear preference for only one of the carbon sources where the
best carbon source produced an OD that was 0.1-0.2 higher than the other
carbon ODs. Finally, Variovorax sp. YR216 grew the least in all the carbon
sources, with its OD reaching its highest at 0.071 in MOPS with glucose added,
much lower than any of the other strains. Genomic analysis for
Phosphotransferase Systems (PTS) determined that all of the Variovorax species
encode four to eight transporters with a range of two to four being sugar specific
PTS systems. Variovorax sp. CF313 has the most with four general PTS and four
sugar specific PTS transporters. Variovorax sp. YR266 have two general PTS
and three sugar specific PTS transporters. The remaining four, Variovorax sp.
YR750, Variovorax sp. OV700, Variovorax sp. PDC80, and Variovorax sp.
YR216, each have two general PTS and two sugar specific PTS transporters.
These differences in growth suggest metabolic differences between the
Variovorax species which in turn could lead to differences within the microbiome
and colonization based on the root exudate profile of the plant.
Pairwise Interaction Data
Pairwise interaction assays were then used to look at how one bacterial
isolate affects the growth of another to answer the question of whether the
Variovorax species can influence of the growth of other Populus isolates. To
conduct the assays, a bacterial species was spread as a lawn on R2A medium.
Then, other bacterial species were spotted on the top of the bacterial lawn and
placed in a 28ºC incubator for 1-2 days depending on how quickly the bacterial
strains grew. Once grown, the plates were analyzed to determine if the bacterial
species had a nuetral, positive, or negative interaction with each other. If neutral,
the bacterial spot colony grew normally and had no effect on the bacterial lawn. If
positive, the bacterial spot colony had enhanced growth and no effect on the
bacterial lawn. If negative, the bacterial spot colony inhibited the growth of the
bacterial lawn, producing a halo around the colony.
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The first pairwise interaction assay utilized a 10-member community of
Populus isolates as the bacterial lawn species with the 13 Variovorax species as
the bacterial spots. The 10-member community was previously created as a
representative sample of the Populus microbiome but were not picked due to an
anticipated interaction with the Variovorax strains. A total of three experiments
were conducted and an average of the results are shown in Figure 2.9. From
these assays, it is concluded that the Variovorax species have the ability to
inhibit growth of several bacterial species, such as Variovorax sp. PDC80 having
negative interactions on five different bacterial species. This suggests that the
Variovorax species may compete for nutrients or space with the bacterial strain in
the lawn or that the Variovorax sp. PDC80 may be producing a compound with
antimicrobial activity that is specific to certain bacterial species. Differences in
growth may also play a role in the interactions seen, as suggested by their
doubling times (Table 2.5 and 2.6). It is also of interest to note that several of the
Variovorax species, Variovorax sp. YR634, Variovorax sp. YR750, Variovorax sp.
YR266, Variovorax sp. OV084, and Variovorax sp. OK605, demonstrated a
negative interaction on Variovorax sp. CF313 when used as the bacterial lawn,
suggesting some of the Variovorax species can potentially influence the growth
of other Variovorax genus members.
In order to further investigate possible effects that the Variovorax species
may have against each other, additional pairwise interaction assays were
performed. For this experiment, the same 13 Variovorax species were used as
the bacterial lawns and the bacterial spots. A total of four experiments were
conducted with the average results seen in Figure 2.10. From this experiment,
the overall conclusion is that the Variovorax species have substantial effects of
other members of the genus depending on the interaction involved.
The pairwise interaction assays also demonstrate how the phylogenetic
clusters from Figure 2.1 have similar interactions with the bacterial strains in both
of the pairwise interaction assays (Figure 2.9 and 2.10). This suggests that the
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Table 2.6: Doubling times for the 10 Populus isolates used in the
pairwise interaction assay. The times were calculated from growth
curves of the Populus isolates in R2A.

Bacillus BC15

Doubling Times
(hours)
1.2

Burkholderia BT03

4.0

Caulobacter AP07

2.9

Duganella CF402

1.4

Pantoea YR343

1.5

Pseudomonas GM17

1.3

Rhizobium CF142

3.5

Sphingobium AP49

1.9

Streptomyces YR139

1.1

Variovorax CF313

2.7

Species
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Figure 2.9: Pairwise interaction assay with a 10-member community as
bacterial lawns and Variovorax species as bacterial colonies spotted on
top of the lawns. Interactions are distinguished as either neutral (none),
negative, positive, or self. If neutral, the bacterial spot colony grew
normally and had no effect on the bacterial lawn. If positive, the
bacterial spot colony had additional growth and no effect on the
bacterial lawn. If negative, the bacterial spot colony inhibited the growth
of the bacterial lawn, producing a halo around the colony. If self, the
lawn and spot colony are the same species so no interaction is
expected. A total of three replicates per pairwise interaction were
obtained.
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Figure 2.10: Pairwise interaction assay with 13 Variovorax species as
bacterial lawn and as bacterial colonies spotted on top of the lawns.
Interactions are distinguished as either neutral (none), negative,
positive, or self. If neutral, the bacterial spot colony grew normally and
had no effect on the bacterial lawn. If positive, the bacterial spot colony
had additional growth and no effect on the bacterial lawn. If negative,
the bacterial spot colony inhibited the growth of the bacterial lawn,
producing a halo around the colony. If self, the lawn and spot colony
are the same species so no interaction is expected. A total of four
replicates per pairwise interaction were obtained.
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species within the phylogenetic clusters may have similar natural product
makeups or metabolic capabilities which could create similar interactions towards
a specific bacterial strain.

Discussion
The phylogenetic analyses of the Populus-associated Variovorax strains
indicate a considerable level of diversity, with some exceptions. For example,
Variovorax sp. OK202, Variovorax sp. OK212, and Variovorax sp. OK605 are
closely related. Consistent with this, these strains were collected from the same
common garden in Claskanie, Oregon in spring 2012, with Variovorax sp. OK202
and Variovorax sp. OK212 being isolated from roots of the same tree. Likewise,
our data shows that Variovorax sp. OV084, Variovorax sp. YR266, and
Variovorax sp. YR634 are also closely related. In this case, however, the
sampling conditions were much different, with Variovorax sp. OV084 being
isolated from P. trichocarpa in Corvalis, Oregon, and Variovorax sp. YR266, and
Variovorax sp. YR634 being isolated from different P. deltoides trees near the
Yadkin River in North Carolina in the spring and fall of 2010, respectively.
An additional way for the Variovorax strains to influence the Populus
microbiome is through their ability to use quorum sensing and quenching, which
allows for social interactions between bacterial strains through the production of
autoinducer proteins when certain cell densities are reached. The AHL signal
molecules have also been shown to affect the growth of certain plants directly.98
The Variovorax species that have defined LuxI and LuxR gene pairs could play a
role in plant growth promotion through their quorum sensing systems. Orphan
LuxR genes are another avenue of interest for how the Variovorax species
contribute public goods, in the form of natural products, and grow within a
microbiome when a strain does not produce its own AHL molecules. It is known
that bacteria with orphan LuxRs can respond, by way of gene activation, to small
molecules produced by the plant.99-101 However, it is possible that the bacteria
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are perceiving AHLs from other bacteria from their genus.102 The fact that several
of the Variovorax strains contain orphan LuxR genes suggests that the strains
can perceive the presence of AHLs and respond to them within the microbiome
without contributing to the production of the AHLs.
Another role the Variovorax strains likely use to influence the microbiome
is through their production of natural products. Through our analysis, we have
been able to discover many biosynthetic gene clusters within the genomes of the
Variovorax species. This suggests that the thirteen strains have the ability to
produce many natural products, even outside of what we have currently
screened. Previous genome mining efforts of Variovorax boronicumulans
resulted in the discovery of lipopeptide siderophores, demonstrating the ability to
translate genome mining predictions to uncovering novel natural products.103
One important note about the biosynthetic gene clusters is that even with
predictions of these clusters, it is possible that the Variovorax species do not
produce all of the potential products or may only produce a certain product under
specific environmental conditions that may not be replicable within a laboratory
setting.43 The antiSMASH predictions for the thirteen Variovorax strains suggest
that further analysis of the clusters could result in discovery of novel natural
products produced within the Populus microbiome.
The pairwise interaction assays provide evidence that the Variovorax
species may be able to affect the growth of other Populus isolates within the
microbiome. However, one possible explanation for the negative interactions
seen in the pairwise interaction assays could be due to nutrient competition
between the bacteria as they try to inhabit a singular spot on a plate. Another
possibility is that the microbes are producing a compound with antimicrobial
properties. If so, these results could lead to future questions of characterizing the
antimicrobial compounds and if the results from the pairwise interactions may be
transferred to future studies of plant colonization in a more natural environment.
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Overall, the results provide preliminary results of the Variovorax species
influencing the growth of other bacterial species.
This study has resulted in a broad spectrum of analysis for 13 Variovorax
strains and the roles they may provide to the Populus microbiome. In particular,
we utilized bioinformatic tools to characterize the phylogenetic distribution of the
species, analyze genomic features through COG identifications, and predict
natural product potential. Furthermore, we obtained experimental data to
investigate potential metabolic differences between the species and determine
possible influences the species have on the growth of other bacterial species.
Together, we have demonstrated several mechanisms the 13 Variovorax strains
may use to promote plant growth and provided additional avenues to pursue as
we continue to unravel the influence a particular bacterial genus can have within
the plant microbiome.
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CHAPTER THREE :
BIOSURFACTANT CHARACTERIZATION
Introduction
Characterization of the potential natural products the Variovorax species
can produce began with looking at potential products from the NRPS clusters.
Literature searches for natural products produced from Variovorax species led to
a few candidates to explore. A lipopeptide siderophore was discovered through
genome mining and characterization from Variovorax boronicumulans as well as
the amphiphilic siderophore, imaqobactin, from Variovorax sp. RKJM285. 103,104
Additionally, Variovorax paradoxus EPS has been shown to produce a wetting
agent which was suggested as a possible biosurfactant.105 Initial tests for
biosurfactant production were positive, leading us to continue characterizing the
molecules.
A variety of techniques were used to isolate and begin to characterize the
biosurfactants. Crude isolation of the molecules from growing Variovorax species
were initially used for characterization to determine their ability to reduce surface
tension. Analytical techniques allowed for further characterization of the isolated
biosurfactant molecules. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
provided a way to purify our crude extract which could be used for further
characterization. Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) using Matrix Assisted Laser
Desorption/Ionization Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) was
used with the goal of verifying that the molecules we extracted were the same
molecule that we see on the plate with a growing Variovorax colony. These
experiments have demonstrated that all thirteen Variovorax species produce
biosurfactant molecules and that our method development for characterizing
these particular molecules is improving for future analysis.
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Methods
Strains and Growth Conditions
Thirteen Variovorax strains were used throughout the studies (Table 1.1)
and were isolated from the roots of either Populus deltoides or Populus
trichocarpa. The bacterial strains were grown at 28-30ºC with shaking in either
R2A broth (TEKnova, Inc.), Luria Broth (LB) media (10 g Tryptone, 5 g Yeast
Extract, 10 g NaCl per 1 liter), or MOPS minimal media81 with 10 mM galactose
as the carbon source.
Atomized Oil Assay
The descriptive assay was conducted as described.106 In short, the
thirteen Variovorax species were spotted on LB plates and allowed to grow for
two days. After incubation, the plates were misted with mineral oil using an air
spray propellant (Badger Propel). The misted plates were visually analyzed and
documented photographically.
Drop Collapse Assay
To determine the ability to collapse drops which is indicative of surfactant
properties, a drop collapse assay was used. Water droplets were spotted onto
parafilm and then had either the crude biosurfactant extract or the resuspended
HPLC-collected fractions were added on top of the water droplet at a ratio of 5:1
of water: biosurfactant sample. The droplets were analyzed immediately and
after 5 minutes to determine the collapse of the droplets. The greater the drop
collapse, the higher the amount of biosurfactant in the sample.
Crude Biosurfactant Extraction
The biosurfactant molecules were extracted as previously detailed.107
Briefly, the Variovorax strains were grown overnight in R2A to prime the bacteria
for biosurfactant production. The next day, a 25 mL R2A culture was inoculated
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with 250 µL of the overnight culture and incubated at 30ºC for 96 hours. At that
time, the culture was centrifuged at 4ºC at 10,000 g for 10 minutes. The
supernatant was filtered through a 0.22 µ Millipore filter under vacuum. The
filtered supernatant was acidified to pH 2.0 using HCl and left at 4ºC overnight.
The next day, the acidified supernatant was mixed with chloroform-methanol
mixture (2:1, v/v), centrifuged at 4ºC at 10,000 g for 20 minutes, and collected the
organic phase and discarded the aqueous phase each time. The extraction was
performed three times and the organic phase was pooled and dried in a
SpeedVac (Thermo Scientific). The resulting material was a viscous, honey to
yellow colored material and was stored at -20ºC for further analysis.
Biosurfactant Purification by HPLC Fractionation
The HPLC instrument used (Agilent 1260 Infinity, Agilent Technologies)
was equipped with a ZORBAX Eclipse Plus C-18 reversed phase column (4.6 x
100 mm, 3.5µm particle size, Agilent). The initial method was based on
Sivapathasekaran, C., Mukherjee, S., Samanta, R. & Sen, R.108 Solvent A was
Milli-Q water and solvent B was acetonitrile (ACN) with 0.1% Trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA). The length of the method was 20 minutes, with the first four minutes
consisting of a flow rate of 2.00 mL/min with solvent A at 60% and solvent B at
40%. Minutes 4-12 maintained a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min while the solvents
fluctuated on a gradient so that solvent A decreased from 40-10% while solvent
B increased from 60-90%. The final minutes, from minutes 12-20, the flow rate
consisted of 1.00 mL/min and solvent B at 100%. The elution of the peaks was
monitored at 210nm. Fractions were collected based on time points and
subsequently dried in a SpeedVac. Once dry, fractions were resuspended in 10
µL ethanol.
Our final method maintained the length of the initial method with 20
minutes and the initial four minutes (flow rate of 2.00 mL/min, solvent A at 60%,
solvent B at 40%). From minute 4-8, the flow rate increased from 0.7-0.8 mL/min,
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solvent A decreased from 40-10%, and solvent B increased from 60-90%. Minute
8-20 consisted of solvent B at 100% and the flow rate increasing from 0.9-1.4
mL/min. The elution of the peaks was monitored at 210nm, initially. Another
experiment was performed to monitor elution of the peaks at different
wavelengths, using a range of 210-600nm.
Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MSI)
Variovorax sp. YR266 bacterial cultures (spotted as 1 µL overnight
culture) were grown on MOPS supplemented with 10 mM galactose on half-sized
gold-plated microscope slides. To prevent agar drying while incubating, the
samples were placed in a petri dish with damp filter paper. The samples were
incubated for two days at 28ºC and dried down using a vacuum desiccator for
analysis by Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Time of Flight Mass
Spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS). The samples were placed on a holder that
created a flush surface with the MTP slide adapter II (Bruker). The samples were
analyzed using a Bruker AutoFlex Max machine in reflective positive mode. The
matrix used was 10 mg/mL α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) dissolved in
50/50/0.1% water/ACN/TFA.

Results
Atomized Oil Assay
To initially determine the production of biosurfactants, we utilized the
descriptive atomized oil assay for each of the species.106 A positive result
appeared as a halo of hemispherical oil droplets around the bacteria colony
rather than the disordered and distorted oil droplets on a negative plate (Figure
3.1). From the assay, we determined that twelve of the Variovorax strains have
the phenotype for biosurfactant production. The one negative result was
Variovorax sp. PDC80 (Table 3.1). However, given the increased motility of
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Variovorax sp. OK605

Variovorax sp. YR266

Figure 3.1: Representative results from atomized oil assay in which a
positive result is represented by a halo surrounding a growing bacterial
strain when misted with mineral oil.

Table 3.1: Results of the atomized oil assay. Twelve of the thirteen
strains demonstrated a phenotype of biosurfactant production. An
observed halo determined a positive result.
Variovorax Species

Atomized Oil Assay

CF079

+

CF313

+

OK202

+

OK212

+

OK605

+

OV084

+

OV329

+

OV700

+

PDC80

-

YR216

+

YR266

+

YR634

+

YR750

+
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Variovorax sp. PDC80, its biosurfactant production by the strain may not be
evident with this assay and a more quantitative experiment was needed.
Crude Biosurfactant Extraction
To understand the properties of the biosurfactant molecules outside of the
Variovorax strains that produce them, we sought to extract the molecules from a
growing liquid bacterial culture. A chloroform-methanol extraction was utilized for
a crude extraction of the biosurfactants and found that the resulting samples
have the ability to reduce surface tension, a standard biosurfactant property, as
confirmed through drop collapse assays (Figure 3.2). However, the surface
tension reduction ability differs depending on the sample. This is likely because
the extract is crude and probably contains many components in addition to the
biosurfactants.
Biosurfactant Purification by HPLC Fractionation
In order to obtain a purer biosurfactant sample for future characterization
and experiments, we utilized HPLC in order to collect fractions and determine
which portion of the sample contained biosurfactant activity by measuring the
drop collapse ability of each fraction. We initially used a method based on a
paper that characterized lipopeptide isoforms from Bacillus circulans DMS-2.108
As a control, we utilized commercially available B. subtilis surfactin. Fractions
were collected for surfactin and the thirteen Variovorax strains. This method
proved to work well as the large peaks for surfactin were associated with
biosurfactant activity (Figure 3.3). However, with Variovorax sp. YR266 the
fraction with the highest drop collapse ability did not match the highest peak in
the chromatogram (Figure 3.4). To verify that the peaks seen are best detected
at 210 nm, we decided to modify the method using an additional gradient and
additional wavelengths to obtain better resolution of our samples.
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Figure 3.2: Drop collapse assay to verify reduced surface tension
properties for the extracted biosurfactant samples from the 13
Variovorax strains. Purified Bacillus subtilis surfactin (Sigma) served as
a positive control while water and ethanol served as negative controls.
Ethanol was the solvent used to resuspend the samples. The results
suggest that the extracted substance from the growing bacterial culture
has biosurfactant properties. These results also show that Variovorax
sp. PDC80 produces a biosurfactant despite the negative result for the
atomized oil assay.
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Figure 3.3: Surfactin HPLC fractionation spectra and drop collapse
results. A) HPLC spectra showing the fraction collected based on
certain time points (red lines). B) Drop collapse for the HPLC fractions.
Water and EtOH served as negative controls. Crude extract of
Variovorax sp. YR266 biosurfactant at a concentration of 10mg served
as the positive control.
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Figure 3.4: Variovorax sp. YR266 crude extract HPLC fractionation
spectra and drop collapse results. A) HPLC spectra showing the fraction
collected based on certain time points (red lines). B) Drop collapse for
the HPLC fractions. Water and EtOH served as negative controls.
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Using the new method, we found that our peaks eluted with better
resolution, improving our results for the drop collapse ability (Figure 3.5). We also
looked at the spectrum of wavelengths from 210nm to 600 nm to verify that our
peaks were being seen at the best wavelength and that another peak was not
being covered up. From this experiment, we found that 210nm provided the best
resolution for our peaks.
MALDI- MSI
To begin to characterize the biosurfactant molecules, we began
experiments using MALDI-MSI. Our goal for the project is to eventually use the
MSI capabilities in order to visualize the biosurfactant molecules being produced
from a growing Variovorax colony on a slide. MSI studies have been growing in
recent years given its ability to map of the spatial distribution for a specific
molecule in relation to a growing bacterial colony.109,110 Other biosurfactants have
been mapped using MSI and work well given their clear boundaries of
secretion.60,111,112
The initial phase of our experiments focused on creating samples that
would mitigate some of the common problems with the system. One of the
biggest problems of MSI is sample flaking due to changes of vacuum pressure in
the machine.109 To combat this problem, we utilized agar that was poured directly
onto a slide rather than being transferred from a petri dish to a target plate. This
creates a sample that is securely attached to the slide and will remain as such
once under vacuum pressure. Next, we needed to verify that the bacteria would
grow and produce biosurfactants on a thin agar slide that is at the most 1mm
high once dried.109 We tested several thicknesses and found that we could put as
little as 1mL of agar on a half sized slide and still have the bacteria grow and
produce biosurfactants. Our next goal was to determine if Variovorax would still
produce biosurfactants on a minimal media in order to try to limit the complexity
of our agar surface. Therefore, we used MOPS minimal media with galactose as
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Figure 3.5: Variovorax sp. YR266 crude extract HPLC fractionation
spectra and drop collapse results using optimized HPLC method. A)
HPLC spectra showing the fraction collected based on certain time
points (red lines). B) Drop collapse for the HPLC fractions. Water and
EtOH served as negative controls. Crude extract of Variovorax sp.
YR266 biosurfactant at a concentration of 10mg served as the positive
control.
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the carbon source. We found that biosurfactants are still produced on the minimal
media. We also verified that the biosurfactants were detectable after desiccation
by using the atomized oil assay to mist the slide with the colony after drying in
the vacuum desiccator overnight (Figure 3.6A). Lastly, we needed a slide that
was conductive in order to obtain quality spectras.110 We obtained gold-plated
slides in order to provide that conductive surface for the MALDI and found no
issues using these slides for producing the samples (Figure 3.6B).
Once all of initial sample preparation optimization rounds were conducted,
we were able to begin with optimization for matrix application and instrument
paraments for the MALDI. MALDI requires the application of an organic matrix
that will co-crystallize with the sample, allowing for ionization of the matrixsample crystals when the laser is shot at the sample for detection.113 Therefore,
choosing a matrix that will crystallize with your sample is another key aspect for
obtaining MALDI spectras. In order to limit the complexity of the spectras in the
beginning, we started with taking spectras of standards, which were purified
Bacillus subtilis surfactin and the crude biosurfactant extract for Variovorax sp.
YR266, directly on a gold-plated glass slide without agar. We tried different
matrices dissolved in different solvents to see how crystallization and detection
differed. We found that CHCA dissolved in 50/50/0.1% of water/ACN/TFA
provided the best spectra as we were able to see peaks for surfactin and the
CHCA matrix peaks for calibration (Figure 3.7). When we used the same matrix
for the Variovorax sp. YR266 samples on the gold-plated slide, we were not able
to see peaks that were unique for only Variovorax sp. YR266. Given that we
verified drop collapse activity in the sample before using MALDI, this suggests
that our crude extract might not be at a high enough concentration to analyze the
biosurfactant molecule.
We also began to analyze our standards on agar in order to look for
unique agar peaks that may serve as a type of control to determine which peaks
are the agar background noise and which are secreted molecules from the
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Figure 3.6: MALDI samples created from optimizing growing conditions.
A) Desiccated slide showing the biosurfactant halo of Variovorax sp.
YR266 grown on MOPS + 10mM galactose. B) Desiccated slide of
Variovorax sp. YR266 before matrix has been applied. C) Desiccated
slide of standards shown in the slide holder, ready for MALDI
measurements.
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Figure 3.7: MALDI spectra for CHCA matrix (blue), 10mg surfactin (red),
and 10mg Variovorax sp. YR266 (green) on gold-plated slide
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growing bacterial colony. Using our current method, we were able to get a
potential spectrum for agar (Figure 3.8). The spectrum is highly complex which is
likely indicative of small molecules that are found within the agar sample. Spectra
for both Variovorax sp. YR266 displayed similar results as on the gold-plated
slide, again indicating a need for a more concentrated sample. Lastly, we were
not able to obtain spectras for surfactin using the method due to a lack of
crystallization on the agar. When the matrix was added through drop-cast (where
a drop of matrix is spotted on the surface of your sample and allowed to dry), it
appeared to interact with the agar and rather than creating crystals it almost
appeared to rehydrate the agar. Therefore, different applications for the matrix
need to be investigated.

Discussion
Biosurfactants are amphipathic molecules that have many uses within the
microbiome, including antimicrobial, biofilm formation, and motility properties.46
While biosurfactant production and structure have been characterized for other
bacterial strains, including P. aeruginosa and B. subtilis, characterization to a
similar degree has not been accomplished for any Variovorax strains.
We determined that the Variovorax species all produce biosurfactants.
While all of the extracted biosurfactants have the ability to reduce surface
tension, there is a lot of variety in how much each biosurfactant molecule
collapses the drop and none do so as efficiently as surfactin. Additionally, the
active fractions from HPLC fractionation did not necessarily correspond to the
largest peak in the spectra. Both phenomena are likely due to the fact that we are
using a general chloroform: methanol extraction that is used to extract all lipids,
rather than only biosurfactants.114 Therefore, other lipids are likely to be found
within our samples, preventing a fully accurate measure of the biosurfactant
portion within the sample, altering our initial results for the drop collapse and the
HPLC active fractions.
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Figure 3.8: MALDI spectra comparing CHCA matrix on gold-plated slide
without agar (blue) to CHCA matrix on agar (purple).
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While characterization by MALDI is not complete, we have been able to
begin optimization for MSI in the future. We have determined the best
environment and sample preparations for our MALDI samples using Variovorax
species as a colony growing on a slide and initial steps to recognize standards
such as surfactin and agar with the CHCA matrix. We are still currently working
on the best application of the matrix for imaging rather than drop-casting the
matrix. Once final optimization has taken place with the MALDI, we will be able to
obtain data using MSI.
Analysis of the MSI data could be difficult without a mass for the
molecules. While our growing bacterial colony has been shown to produce a
clear circle of biosurfactants, the molecular weight of biosurfactant molecules can
range from low to high which can create a lot of variability when determining
which peak is our biosurfactant compound within our spectra.48,52 We are working
on running our HPLC fractions with a more sensitive mass spectrometry in order
to obtain a mass that can serve as an outside control for our MALDI-MSI data.
Future directions should focus on elucidating the role biosurfactants play
in affecting the structure and abundance of microbes within the microbiome as it
is currently limited. Recent research has found that biosurfactant molecules
produced by B. subtilis, which are molecules known as surfactin, can be
degraded by Paenibacillus dendritiformis and potentially used as territory
markers to prevent other bacterial species from inhabiting their space.60
However, few studies into how biosurfactants may play a role in interspecies
relationships exist and could contribute to a deeper understanding of how natural
products produced by bacteria within the microbiome can affect the community
members and the plant itself. Future work to determine the specific properties of
the biosurfactant and how it may impact other bacterial strains within the
microbiome, such as antimicrobial properties or affecting surface attachment of
other bacterial strains, is needed.
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CHAPTER FOUR :
CONCLUSION
Investigating the role that a bacterial genus has within the microbiome is
important to better understand the complex interactions within the plant
microbiome. This study provides a unique look at thirteen Variovorax species that
were isolated from the same plant host, Populus. However, differences in host
genotype (P. trichocarpa and P. deltoides), location (Oregon, North Carolina, and
Tennessee), the season collected (Spring and Fall), and isolation location of the
species (with twelve endosphere isolates and one rhizosphere isolate), provided
the ability to see how plant-associated Variovorax species potentially differ
across time and space. While we found many genomic differences between the
Variovorax species, we were able to identify a common natural product being
produced, a biosurfactant.
Genomic comparisons of the Variovorax species revealed phylogenetic
distributions that occupy unique niches within the genus as well as two closely
related clusters. Additionally, the two closely related clusters have high
similarities in their proteins, further demonstrating their relationship
phylogenetically. When protein similarities were compared for the rest of the
isolates, Variovorax sp. YR216, the only rhizosphere isolate, was revealed to
have the least similarities in proteins compared to the rest of the isolates. This
suggests potential functional differences between the isolates found within the
endosphere compared to the rhizosphere. Other genomic analyses found
differences in potential biosynthetic gene clusters as well as metabolic
differences between the isolates.
Experimental analyses for the differences in the Variovorax species were
also performed. Differences in growth medias and carbon sources revealed stark
contrasts and preferences for the Variovorax isolates, with certain species
preferring LB, a nutrient rich media, while other preferred R2A, a less nutritionally
rich media. Additionally, while Variovorax sp. YR750 grew well on multiple carbon
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sources, other species had specific preferences and no commonly preferred
carbon source was found. Still another species, Variovorax sp. YR216, did not
grow well on any carbon source tested. The Variovorax isolates were also found
to influence the growth of other species when grown for pairwise interaction
assays. These interactions could further demonstrate the metabolic similarities
between the Variovorax isolates or similarities in natural product production.
Further experiments are needed to elucidate whether the interactions
demonstrate nutritional competition or evidence of natural products secreted by
the Variovorax species.
Experiments were also performed to look at biosurfactant production and
to begin characterizing the compounds produced by the Variovorax isolates.
Through the descriptive atomized oil assay and the crude biosurfactant
extractions, we found that all thirteen of the Variovorax species produce
biosurfactant compounds. We next began to purify our compounds using HPLC
fractionation where we were able to determine the fractions that had the ability to
reduce surface tension effectively. Secondly, we began to optimize experiments
for MSI using MALDI-TOF MS. We have determined a workflow for sample
preparation for the MSI experiments and are beginning to work out the best
methods for matrix application and adjusting MALDI instrument parameters that
are sensitive for detecting our biosurfactant compound.
Our future goal for the biosurfactant characterization is to determine if the
Variovorax species were producing the same biosurfactant compounds across
the isolates as well as if the compounds are similar to any known biosurfactant
compounds, such as surfactin or rhamnolipids. Additionally, understanding how
these compounds may influence the plant microbiome by affecting colonization
or the abundance of other microbes is of interest for the future. Biosurfactants
are known to disrupt biofilms of some microbes as well as increase motility of
others.60,62,63 Furthermore, some biosurfactant compounds have antimicrobial
properties.61 Possible experiments to determine the properties of the
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biosurfactants include adding the extracted biosurfactants to a glass or
microfluidic surface to see if biofilm formation is inhibited for certain bacteria,
determining if the biosurfactants have antimicrobial properties through disc
diffusion assay, or through monitoring bacterial motility after a surface is coated
with the extracted biosurfactant.
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